The Contested Commons Conversations
Between Economists And Anthropologists
The Contested Commons-Pranab Bardhan 2008-02-11 The Contested Commons explores the theme
of common environmental resources from the dual perspectives of economics and anthropology, with
a focus on developing countries. Contributed readings written by senior scholars in the fields of
Economics, Anthropology, and Sociology Looks at the challenges of interdisciplinary work in the
social sciences, illustrating the variation in approaches/methodology Focuses on economic security,
ecological sustainability, identity formation, and participatory decision-making, particularly in the
developing world
Global Environmental Commons-Eric Brousseau 2012-07-26 This volume provides an overview of
global environmental governance and the effectiveness of different governance mechanisms.
Bringing together a broad range of perspectives, it addresses key challenges in contemporary global
governance of environmental change.
Culture, Institutions, and Development-Jean-Philippe Platteau 2010-10-04 Does culture matter? This
question has taken on added significance since fundamentalist revivalism has recently gained
ground in different parts of the world. The old controversy between Max Weber and Karl Marx,
which centres around the extent to which cultural factors such as social norms and values affect
economic growth is of critical importance, particularly because of its policy implications. Indeed, if
culture is not an autonomous factor susceptible to influencing economic realities, it should not
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matter and public authorities can dispense with thinking about cultural interventions. On the other
hand, if culture does have a real impact, the question arises as to whether it is conducive or
detrimental to economic growth, political liberalization, and the emancipation of individuals among
other things. Culture, Institutions, and Development addresses this debate at a concrete level by
looking at five important issues: the role of tradition and its influence on development; the role of
religion, with special reference to Middle Eastern countries; the role of family, kinship, and ethnic
ties in the process of development; the relationship between culture and entrepreneurship; and the
relationship between culture and poverty. This collection offers a nuanced view that neither denies
nor exaggerates the role of cultural factors in explaining relative growth performances across
countries. Instead, the contributors focus on the dynamic, two-way relationship between culture and
development in a way that stresses policy stakes and the value of multidisciplinary collaboration
between economists, historians and other social scientists. This book will be of interest to
postgraduates and researchers in all the social sciences, as well as to professionals working in
national development agencies, international organisations, and Non-Governmental Organisations.
Community, Commons and Natural Resource Management in Asia-Haruka Yanagisawa 2015-08-14
Managing the commons—natural resources held in common by particular communities—is a
complex challenge. How have Asian societies handled resources of this sort in the face of increasing
marketization and quickly growing demand for resources? And how have resource management
regimes changed over time, with state formation, modernization, development, and globalization?
Community, Commons and Natural Resource Management in Asia brings clarity, detail, and
historical understanding to these questions across a variety of Asian societies and ecological
settings. Case studies drawn from Japan, Korea, Thailand, India, and Bhutan examine fisheries,
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forests, and other environmental resources held in common. There is a tendency to imagine that
traditional communities had socially equitable and environmentally friendly systems for managing
the commons, but natural resources in Asia were often under free-access regimes. Resource
management developed in response to social and economic pressures, and the state has been at
various times both a beneficial and a negative influence on the development of community-level
systems of managing the commons. The chapters in this volume show that a simple modernist
framework cannot adequately capture this process, and the institutional changes it involved.
Property and Community-Gregory S. Alexander 2010 Previous edition, 1st, published in 1994.
The Commons in History-Derek Wall 2014-03-07 An argument that the commons is neither tragedy
nor paradise but can be a way to understand environmental sustainability.
Intellectual Commons and the Law-Antonios Broumas 2020-11-25 ‘With clarity and sophistication,
Antonios Broumas presents a bold new theory of intellectual commons and powerful arguments for a
new body of supportive law. This book not only reveals the misleading logic of intellectual property
law in our time; it reveals the rich possibilities for constructive change that legally protected
commoning can bring. Highly recommended!’ — David Bollier, Director, Reinventing the Commons
Program, Schumacher Center for a New Economics. ‘Liberating the Intellectual Commons from the
fetters of capital accumulation and appropriation, would give us a renaissance of creative energies
and empowered communities: exactly what the world needs to move away from the social and
ecological devastations of our times. This book is a thoughtful and compelling argument for making
this possible through the works of the law and the redesign of public domain as a common space.’ —
Massimo De Angelis, Professor of Political Economy and Social Change, Co-director of the Centre for
Social Justice and Change, University of East London. ‘In this pioneering book, Antonios Broumas
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argues that philosophically, morally, politically and economically we are in urgent need of a new
legal regime that recognizes the intellectual commons, peer production and sharing as the primary
practices of intellectual production, distribution and consumption. I cannot imagine a more urgent
task today. A legally protected intellectual commons will lead to greater scientific and cultural
innovation and creativity and will lead to an urgently needed second Enlightenment. This book
should be read by lawyers, critical theorists, economists and the many professionals of science,
culture and the academy.’ — Costas Douzinas, Professor of Law, Birkbeck, University of London.
‘Antonios Broumas’ book is an excellent critical analysis of the cultural commons and a must-read
for everyone interested in understanding what the commons, the cultural commons, and the digital
commons are all about. This work brilliantly outlines the foundations of an empirically grounded
critical theory of the commons and the cultural commons in the context of the interactions of law
and society.’ — Christian Fuchs, Professor of Media and Communication Studies, author of
Communication and Capitalism: A Critical Theory (2020). ‘Broumas takes us on a spellbinding tour
of how and why the law could and should change to accommodate the creative multitude, which
engages into an emerging mode of production. He tells a vibrant story that makes us shout:
“Lawmakers of the world, unite!”’ — Vasilis Kostakis, Professor of P2P Governance, Tallinn
University of Technology, Faculty Associate at Harvard Law School. At the cutting edge of
contemporary wealth creation people form self-governed communities of collaborative innovation in
conditions of relative equipotency and produce resources with free access to all. The emergent
intellectual commons have the potential to commonify intellectual production and distribution,
unleash human creativity through collaboration and democratise innovation with wider positive
effects for our societies. Contemporary intellectual property laws fail to address this potential. We
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are, therefore, in pressing need of an institutional alternative beyond the inherent limitations of
intellectual property law. This book offers an overall analysis of the moral significance of the
intellectual commons and outlines appropriate modes for their regulation. Its principal thesis is that
our legal systems are in need of an independent body of law for the protection and promotion of the
intellectual commons, in parallel to intellectual property law. In this context, the author of the book
proposes the reconstruction of the doctrine of the public domain and the exceptions and limitations
of exclusive intellectual property rights into an intellectual commons law, which will underpin a
vibrant non-commercial zone of creativity and innovation in intellectual production, distribution and
consumption alongside commodity markets enabled by intellectual property law.
Global Bioethics-Henk ten Have 2016-02-10 The panorama of bioethical problems is different today.
Patients travel to Thailand for fast surgery; commercial surrogate mothers in India deliver babies to
parents in rich countries; organs, body parts and tissues are trafficked from East to Western Europe;
physicians and nurses migrating from Africa to the U.S; thousands of children or patients with
malaria, tuberculosis and AIDS are dying each day because they cannot afford effective drugs that
are too expensive. Mainstream bioethics as it has developed during the last 50 years in Western
countries is evolving into a broader approach that is relevant for people across the world and is
focused on new global problems. This book provides an introduction into the new field of global
bioethics. Addressing these problems requires a broader vision of bioethics that not only goes
beyond the current emphasis on individual autonomy, but that criticizes the social, economic and
political context that is producing the problems at global level. This book argues that global
bioethics is a necessity because the social, economic and environmental effects of globalization
require critical responses. Global bioethics is not a finished product that can simply be applied to
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solve global problems, but it is the ongoing result of interaction and exchange between local
practices and global discourse. It combines recognition of differences and respect for cultural
diversity with convergence towards common perspectives and shared values. The book examines the
nature of global problems as well as the type of responses that are needed, in order to exemplify the
substance of global bioethics. It discusses the ethical frameworks that are available for global
discourse and shows how these are transformed into global governance mechanisms and practices.
Perspectives and Implications for the Development of Information Infrastructures-Constantinides,
Panos 2012-05-31 In the same way that infrastructures such as transportation, electricity, sewage,
and water supply are widely assumed to be integrators of urban spaces, information infrastructures
are assumed to be integrators of information spaces. With the advent of Web 2.0 and new types of
information infrastructures such as online social networks and smart mobile platforms, a more indepth understanding of the various rights to access, use, develop, and modify information
infrastructure resources is necessary. Perspectives and Implications for the Development of
Information Infrastructures aims at addressing this need by offering a fresh new perspective on
information infrastructure development. It achieves this by drawing on and adapting theory that was
initially developed to study natural resource commons arrangements such as inshore fisheries,
forests, irrigation systems, and pastures, while placing great emphasis on the complex problems and
social dilemmas that often arise in the negotiations.
Adventures in Aidland-David Mosse 2011-04-30 Anthropological interest in new subjects of research
and contemporary knowledge practices has turned ethnographic attention to a wide ranging variety
of professional fields. Among these the encounter with international development has perhaps been
longer and more intimate than any of the others. Anthropologists have drawn critical attention to the
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interfaces and social effects of development's discursive regimes but, oddly enough, have paid scant
attention to knowledge producers themselves, despite anthropologists being among them. This is the
focus of this volume. It concerns the construction and transmission of knowledge about global
poverty and its reduction but is equally interested in the social life of development professionals, in
the capacity of ideas to mediate relationships, in networks of experts and communities of aid
workers, and in the dilemmas of maintaining professional identities. Going well beyond obsolete
debates about 'pure' and 'applied' anthropology, the book examines the transformations that occur
as social scientific concepts and practices cross and re-cross the boundary between anthropological
and policy making knowledge.
Handbook of Climate Change and India-Navroz Dubash 2012-03-15 How do policymakers,
businesses and civil society in India approach the challenge of climate change? What do they believe
global climate negotiations will achieve and how? And how are Indian political and policy debates
internalizing climate change? Relatively little is known globally about internal climate debate in
emerging industrializing countries, but what happens in rapidly growing economies like India’s will
increasingly shape global climate change outcomes. This Handbook brings together prominent
voices from India, including policymakers, politicians, business leaders, civil society activists and
academics, to build a composite picture of contemporary Indian climate politics and policy. One
section lays out the range of positions and substantive issues that shape Indian views on global
climate negotiations. Another delves into national politics around climate change. A third looks at
how climate change is beginning to be internalized in sectoral policy discussions over energy,
urbanization, water, and forests. The volume is introduced by an essay that lays out the critical
issues shaping climate politics in India, and its implications for global politics. The papers show that,
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within India, climate change is approached primarily as a developmental challenge and is marked by
efforts to explore how multiple objectives of development, equity and climate mitigation can
simultaneously be met. In addition, Indian perspectives on climate negotiations are in a state of flux.
Considerations of equity across countries and a focus on the primary responsibility for action of
wealthy countries continue to be central, but there are growing voices of concern on the impacts of
climate change on India. How domestic debates over climate governance are resolved in the coming
years, and the evolution of India’s global negotiation stance are likely to be important inputs toward
creating shared understandings across countries in the years ahead, and identify ways forward. This
volume on the Indian experience with climate change and development is a valuable contribution to
both purposes.
The Justices and Injustices of Ecosystem Services-Thomas Sikor 2013-07-18 Humankind benefits
from a multitude of resources and processes that are supplied by ecosystems, and collectively these
benefits are known as ecosystem services. Interest in this topic has grown exponentially over the
last decade, as biologists and economists have tried to quantify these benefits to justify management
interventions. Yet, as this book demonstrates, the implications for justice and injustice have rarely
been explored and works on environmental justice are only now addressing the importance of
ecosystem services. The authors establish important new middle ground in arguments between
conservationists and critics of market-based interventions such as Payment for Ecosystem Services.
Neither can environmental management be separated from justice concerns, as some
conservationists like to believe, nor is it in fundamental opposition to justice, as critics like to put it.
The book develops this novel interpretation of justice in environmental management through
analyses of prominent governance interventions and the conceptual underpinnings of the ecosystem
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services framework. Key examples described are revenue-sharing around protected areas and
REDD+ for forest ecosystems. The analyses demonstrate that interventions create opportunities for
enhancing social justice, yet also reveal critical design features that cause ostensibly technical
interventions to generate injustices.
Water Co-Management-Velma I. Grover 2013-02-21 Co-management is a highly dynamic, evolving,
adaptive, and forward looking process. This edited volume covers theoretical background and
includes supporting lessons learnt from field experiences. The book has case studies from both
North and South America (co-management of fisheries, resilience in near-shore waters of the Great
Lakes basin, water level management in Lake Ontario, and case studies from Chile and Brazil),
Europe (Tisza river, coastal management and examples of rivers from the Netherlands and from
Uzbekistan), Africa (Lake Victoria) and Asia (Pushkar Lake in India).
From Land to Mouth-Paul Sillitoe 2010-01-01 After 35 years of research in the New Guinea
Highlands, esteemed anthropologist Paul Sillitoe offers a comparison of the apparently
incomparable: our capitalist economy to the subsistence-cum-exchange order of the Wola people in
the Was Valley. This is a seminal work intent on reinstating certain core values in anthropological
scholarship.
India Today-Stuart Corbridge 2013-04-03 Twenty years ago India was still generally thought of as an
archetypal developing country, home to the largest number of poor people of any country in the
world, and beset by problems of low economic growth, casteism and violent religious conflict. Now
India is being feted as an economic power-house which might well become the second largest
economy in the world before the middle of this century. Its democratic traditions, moreover, remain
broadly intact. How and why has this historic transformation come about? And what are its
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implications for the people of India, for Indian society and politics? These are the big questions
addressed in this book by three scholars who have lived and researched in different parts of India
during the period of this great transformation. Each of the 13 chapters seeks to answer a particular
question: When and why did India take off? How did a weak state promote audacious reform? Is
government in India becoming more responsive (and to whom)? Does India have a civil society? Does
caste still matter? Why is India threatened by a Maoist insurgency? In addressing these and other
pressing questions, the authors take full account of vibrant new scholarship that has emerged over
the past decade or so, both from Indian writers and India specialists, and from social scientists who
have studied India in a comparative context. India Today is a comprehensive and compelling text for
students of South Asia, political economy, development and comparative politics as well as anyone
interested in the future of the world's largest democracy.
Rethinking the Aztec Economy-Deborah L. Nichols 2017-04-11 "Rethinking the Aztec Economy
provides new perspectives on the society and economy of the ancient Aztecs by focusing on goods
and their patterns of circulation"--Provided by publisher.
Real Governance and Practical Norms in Sub-Saharan Africa-Tom De Herdt 2015-05-15 Although
international development discourse considers the state as a crucial development actor, there
remains a significant discrepancy between the official norms of the state and public services and the
actual practices of political elites and civil servants. This text interrogates the variety of ways in
which state policies and legal norms have been translated into the set of practical norms which
make up real governance in sub-Saharan Africa. It argues that the concept of practical norms is an
appropriate tool for an ethnographic investigation of public bureaucracies, interactions between civil
servants and users, and the daily functioning of the state in Africa. It demonstrates that practical
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norms are usually different from official norms, complementing, bypassing and even contradicting
them. In addition, it explores the positive and negative effects of different aspects of this ‘real
governance’. This text will be of key interest to academics, students and researchers in the fields of
development, political science, anthropology and development studies, African studies, international
comparative studies, implementation studies, and public policy.
International Development-Bruce Currie-Alder 2014 This major work maps the concepts and
theories currently used to explain development, where they came from, and where they may be
going. It shows how real-life experiences of different countries and organizations have been inspired
by, and contributed to, thinking on development.
A Handbook of Economic Anthropology, Second Edition-James G. Carrier 2012-01-01 Acclaim for the
first edition: 'The volume is a remarkable contribution to economic anthropology and will no doubt
be a fundamental tool for students, scholars, and experts in the sub-discipline.' – Mao Mollona,
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 'This excellent overview would serve as an excellent
text for advanced undergraduate and graduate-level classroom use. . . Because of the clarity,
conciseness, and accessibility of the writing, the chapters in this volume likely will be often cited and
recommended to those who want the alternative and frequently culturally comparative perspective
on economic topics that anthropology provides. Highly recommended. All academic levels/libraries.'
– K.F. Rambo, Choice The first edition of this unique Handbook was praised for its substantial and
invaluable summary discussions of work by anthropologists on economic processes and issues, on
the relationship between economic and non-economic areas of life and on the conceptual
orientations that are important among economic anthropologists. This thoroughly revised edition
brings those discussions up to date, and includes an important new section exploring ways that
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leading anthropologists have approached the current economic crisis. Its scope and accessibility
make it useful both to those who are interested in a particular topic and to those who want to see
the breadth and fruitfulness of an anthropological study of economy. This comprehensive Handbook
will strongly appeal to undergraduate and post-graduate students in anthropology, economists
interested in social and cultural dimensions of economic life, and alternative approaches to
economic life, political economists, political scientists and historians.
The Dynamics of Social Capital and Civic Engagement in Asia-Amrita Daniere 2012-02-16 The
purpose of this volume is to highlight the impacts on civic engagement of social capital, and its
various component parts (trust, norms, networks and associations), in diverse parts of Asia.
Addressing the pressing need for improved governance within the spatial, political and cultural
realities in the rapidly transforming landscapes of Asia, the contributors to the book bring together
interdisciplinary work that focuses on the ways in which civic engagement can link with social
capital building. The goal of this volume is to inspire policy that recognizes that a vibrant society
with access to rich stores of positive social capital requires civil society, alternate civilities and the
state. The result is a dialogue on the interplay of social capital and civic engagement in sociopolitical contexts quite different from those found in the West. This book contributes to current
discussions about the nature of social relations and their connection to politics and change and
offers a unique lens into the validity of these important concepts in contemporary research across a
variety of Asian settings. It will be of interest to social scientists across the board, especially those
with an interest in Asia and Asian development.
Lose to Gain-Jayantha Perera 2014-04-01 A crucial issue that confronts development in South Asia is
how to build a better life for people displaced by infrastructure development projects. This book
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comprises recent displacement and resettlement case studies conducted by eight anthropologists in
South Asia. Each contributor wrote around the key theme of the book: Is involuntary resettlement a
development opportunity for those displaced by development interventions? In this book,
"resettlement" carries a broader meaning to include physical and economic displacement, restricted
access to public land such as forests and parks, relocation, income rehabilitation, and self-relocation.
The book demonstrates that despite significant progress in national policies, laws, and regulations,
their application still requires more commitment, adequate resources, and better supervision.
The Oxford Handbook of Civil Society-Michael Edwards 2013-07-04 Broadly speaking, The Oxford
Handbook of Civil Society views the topic of civil society through three prisms: as a part of society
(voluntary associations), as a kind of society (marked out by certain social norms), and as a space for
citizen action and engagement (the public square or sphere).
Moving Out of Poverty-Deepa Narayan 2009-03-25 'No matter if I fall, I get up again. If I fall 5,000
times, I will stand up another 5,000 times.' -- William, a 37-year-old from El Gorri n, Colombia Why
and how do some people move out of poverty and stay out while others remain trapped? Most books
on growth and poverty reduction are dominated by the perspectives of policy makers and academic
experts. In contrast, 'Moving Out of Poverty: Success from the Bottom Up' presents the experiences
of poor people who have made it out of poverty. The book's findings draw from the Moving Out of
Poverty research conducted in communities in 15 countries in Africa, East Asia, Latin America, and
South Asia. The authors synthesize the results of qualitative and quantitative research based on
discussions with over 60,000 people in rural areas. They offer bottom-up perspectives on the
processes and local institutions that play key roles in escapes from poverty. The study finds that
there are no differences in the initiatives taken by the poor, the rich, and the upwardly mobile. What,
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then, explains the difference in outcomes? The authors demonstrate how in the face of deep social
inequalities that block access to economic opportunities and local democracies individual initiative
and empowerment by themselves are often not enough to escape poverty. This book will be of
interest to all concerned with equity in an increasingly unequal world.
Issues in Indian Public Policies-Vinod B. Annigeri 2018-05-24 This book discusses economic
development in general and selected public policy issues with a focus on philosophy, Gandhian
thoughts and sectoral issues in the Indian context. It presents scholarly contributions on growth and
development in India, with particular emphasis on human development in connection with the
economy of India and selected developing countries. It brings to the forefront a body of knowledge
on philosophy and ethical issues within the domain of public policies relating to development in
today’s world. The book includes contributions from leading economists and covering a range of
issues such as the Indian government’s current ‘Make in India’ drive, the role of the World Bank,
managing educational finances, development and higher education policy, inflation, decentralization,
inequality, regional development, and linkages between health, nutrition and education. Accordingly,
the book not only offers a useful resource for academics, economists and development practitioners,
but also has important implications for public policymaking.
Ecology, Economy and Society-Vikram Dayal 2018-07-30 This book deals with not just complex
linkages, interactions and exchanges that form the relationship between the economic activities,
human society and the ecosystems, but also the influences and impacts that each causes on the
other. In recent times, this ecology–economy–society interface has received unprecedented attention
within the broader environment–development discourse. The volume is in honour of Kanchan
Chopra, one of the pioneers of research in these areas in India. She has recently been awarded the
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coveted Kenneth Boulding Award by the International Society for Ecological Economics (ISEE) and
is the first Asian to receive it. The four sub-themes of the book reflect some of the important areas in
the environment–development discourse — sustainability of development, institutions and
environmental governance, environment and well-being, and ecosystem and conservation. Within
each of the sub-themes, the policy and the practice as well as the macro and micro aspects are
addressed. With contributions mainly from ecological economists and ecologists, the book’s
approach is interdisciplinary, both in spirit and content, reflecting the honoree's work, which went
not just beyond the mainstream ideology of economics, but also the way she listened to ideas from
disciplines like ecology and sociology. The volume also includes two reflective essays on academic
life and works of Kanchan Chopra. The book is a valuable resource for students, teachers,
researchers, practitioners and policy makers in the areas of development economics, ecological
economics, environmental economics and related disciplines such as conservation, development,
ecology, economics, environment, governance, health, sociology and public policy.
The Elgar Companion to Social Economics, Second Edition-John B. Davis 2015-05-29 Social
economics is a dynamic and growing field that emphasizes the key roles social values play in the
economy and economic life. This second edition of the Elgar Companion to Social Economics revises
all chapters from the first edition, and adds impo
Gender Equality and Sustainable Development-Melissa Leach 2015-07-30 For pathways to be truly
sustainable and advance gender equality and the rights and capabilities of women and girls, those
whose lives and well-being are at stake must be involved in leading the way. Gender Equality and
Sustainable Development calls for policies, investments and initiatives in sustainable development
that recognize women’s knowledge, agency and decision-making as fundamental. Four key sets of
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issues - work and industrial production; population and reproduction; food and agriculture, and
water, sanitation and energy provide focal lenses through which these challenges are considered.
Perspectives from new feminist political ecology and economy are integrated, alongside issues of
rights, relations and power. The book untangles the complex interactions between different
dimensions of gender relations and of sustainability, and explores how policy and activism can build
synergies between them. Finally, this book demonstrates how plural pathways are possible;
underpinned by different narratives about gender and sustainability, and how the choices between
these are ultimately political. This timely book will be of great interest to students, scholars,
practitioners and policy makers working on gender, sustainable development, development studies
and ecological economics.
Fueling Resistance-Kate J. Neville 2021 "This book explores how and why controversies over liquid
biofuels (bioethanol and biodiesel) and hydraulic fracturing ("fracking") unfolded in surprisingly
similar ways in the global North and South. In the early 2000s, the search was on for fuels that
would reduce greenhouse gas emissions, spur economic development in rural regions, and diversify
national energy supplies. Biofuels and fracking took centre stage as promising commodities and
technologies. But controversy quickly erupted. Global enthusiasm for these fuels, and the
widespread projections for their production around the world, collided with local politics. Rural and
remote places, such as coastal east Africa and Canada's Yukon territory, became hotbeds of
contention in these new energy politics. Opponents of biofuels in Kenya and of fracking in the Yukon
activated specific identities, embraced scale shifts across transnational networks, brokered
relationships between disparate communities and interests, and engaged in contentious
performances with symbolic resonance. To explain these convergent dynamics of contention and
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resistance, the book argues that the emergence of grievances and the mechanisms of mobilization
that are used to resist new fuel technologies depend less on the type of energy developed than on
intersecting elements of the political economy of energy--specifically finance, ownership, and trade
relations. Taken together, the intersecting elements of the political economy of energy shape
patterns of resistance in new energy frontiers"-Comparative Property Law-Michele Graziadei 2017-01-27 Comparative Property Law provides a
comprehensive treatment of property law from a comparative and global perspective. The
contributors, who are leading experts in their fields, cover both classical and new subjects, including
the transfer of property, the public-private divide in property law, water and forest laws, and the
property rights of aboriginal peoples. This Handbook maps the structure and the dynamics of
property law in the contemporary world and will be an invaluable reference for researchers working
in all domains of property law.
The Routledge Companion to Contemporary Anthropology-Simon Coleman 2016-11-25 The
Routledge Companion to Contemporary Anthropology is an invaluable guide and major reference
source for students and scholars alike, introducing its readers to key contemporary perspectives and
approaches within the field. Written by an experienced international team of contributors, with an
interdisciplinary range of essays, this collection provides a powerful overview of the transformations
currently affecting anthropology. The volume both addresses the concerns of the discipline and
comments on its construction through texts, classroom interactions, engagements with various
publics, and changing relations with other academic subjects. Persuasively demonstrating that a
number of key contemporary issues can be usefully analyzed through an anthropological lens, the
contributors cover important topics such as globalization, law and politics, collaborative
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archaeology, economics, religion, citizenship and community, health, and the environment. The
Routledge Companion to Contemporary Anthropology is a fascinating examination of this lively and
constantly evolving discipline.
Majoritarian State-Angana P. Chatterji 2019-08 Majoritarian State traces the ascendance of Hindu
nationalism in contemporary India. Led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, the BJP administration
has established an ethno-religious and populist style of rule since 2014. Its agenda is also pursued
beyond the formal branches of government, as the new dispensation portrays conventional social
hierarchies as intrinsic to Indian culture while condoning communal and caste- and gender-based
violence. The contributors explore how Hindutva ideology has permeated the state apparatus and
formal institutions, and how Hindutva activists exert control over civil society via vigilante groups,
cultural policing and violence. Groups and regions portrayed as 'enemies' of the Indian state are the
losers in a new order promoting the interests of the urban middle class and business elites. As this
majoritarian ideology pervades the media and public discourse, it also affects the judiciary,
universities and cultural institutions, increasingly captured by Hindu nationalists. Dissent and
difference silenced and debate increasingly sidelined as the press is muzzled or intimidated in the
courts. Internationally, the BJP government has emphasised hard power and a fast- expanding
security state. This collection of essays offers rich empirical analysis and documentation to
investigate the causes and consequences of the illiberal turn taken by the world's largest democracy.
An Anthropological Trompe L'Oeil for a Common World-Alberto Corsín Jiménez 2013-06-30 Our
political age is characterized by forms of description as 'big' as the world itself: talk of 'public
knowledge' and 'public goods,' 'the commons' or 'global justice' create an exigency for modes of
governance that leave little room for smallness itself. Rather than question the politics of
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adjudication between the big and the small, this book inquires instead into the cultural epistemology
fueling the aggrandizement and miniaturization of description itself. Incorporating analytical
frameworks from science studies, ethnography, and political and economic theory, this book charts
an itinerary for an internal anthropology of theorizing. It suggests that many of the effects that
social theory uses today to produce insights are the legacy of baroque epistemological tricks. In
particular, the book undertakes its own trompe l'oeil as it places description at perpendicular angles
to emerging forms of global public knowledge. The aesthetic 'trap' of the trompe l'oeil aims to
capture knowledge, for only when knowledge is captured can it be properly released.
Routledge Readings on Law and Social Justice-Kalpana Kannabiran 2022-07-11 Routledge Readings
on Law and Social Justice: Dispossessions, Marginalities, Rights presents some of the finest essays
on social justice, rights and public policy. With a lucid new Introduction, it covers a vast range of
issues and offers a compelling guide to understanding law and socio- legal studies in South Asia. The
book covers critical themes such as the jurisprudence of rights, justice, dignity, with a focus on the
regimes of patriarchy, labour and dispossession. The fourteen chapters in the volume, divided into
three sections, examine contested sites of the constitution, courts, prisons, land and complex
processes of migration, trafficking, digital technology regimes, geographical indications and their
entanglements. This multidisciplinary volume foregrounds the politics and plural lives of/ in law by
including perspectives from major authors who have contributed to the academic and/ or policy
discourse of the subject. This book will be useful to students, scholars, policymakers and
practitioners interested in a nuanced understanding of law, especially those studying law,
marginality and violence. It will serve as essential reading for those in law, socio- legal studies, legal
history, South Asian studies, human rights, jurisprudence and constitutional studies, gender studies,
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history, politics, conflict and peace studies, sociology and social anthropology. It will also appeal to
legal historians and practitioners of law, and those in public administration, development studies,
environmental studies, migration studies, cultural studies, labour studies and economics.
Routledge Readings on Law, Development and Legal Pluralism-Kalpana Kannabiran 2022-07-11
Routledge Readings on Law, Development and Legal Pluralism presents some of the finest essays on
social justice, environment, rights and governance. With a lucid new Introduction, it covers a vast
range of issues and offers a compelling guide to understanding the harm and risk relating to
biodiversity, agro-ecology, disaster, and forest rights. The book covers critical themes such as
ecology, families and governance and establishes the trajectory of contemporary ecology and law in
South Asia. The thirteen chapters in the volume, divided into three sections, trace violence and
marginality in the plurality of families and their laws in India, as well as discuss community-based
just practices. With debates on development, governance and families, the book highlights the
politics and practices of law making, law reform and law application. This multi-disciplinary volume
foregrounds the politics and plural lives of/in law by including perspectives from major authors who
have contributed to the academic and/or policy discourse of the subject. This book will be useful to
students, scholars, policymakers, practitioners and the general reader interested in a nuanced
understanding of law, especially those studying law, marginality, kinship and indigeneity studies. It
will serve as essential reading for those in law, socio-legal studies, environment studies and ecology,
social exclusion studies, development studies, South Asian studies, human rights, jurisprudence and
constitutional studies, gender studies, history, politics, conflict and peace studies, sociology and
social anthropology. It will also appeal to legal historians and practitioners of law, environmentalists,
and those in public administration.
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Social Capital and Rural Development in the Knowledge Society-Hans Westlund 2013-01-01 ÔThis
book by Westlund and Kobayashi emphasises the fact that the gap between urban and rural areas is
no longer relevant today: all places and regions are under a strong influence from cities. The authors
show in a straightforward way that the continuum between more and less urbanized places requires
new types of regulations, based on innovation and local skills, and that rural policies cannot be
based on agriculture only but primarily require the mobilization of local social capital links.Õ Ð
AndrŽ Torre, INRA Ð Agroparistech, Paris, France ÔÒRuralÓ communities are not all resource
dependent and very low-density places. Not all have people leaving in droves and no newcomers.
This bookÕs theoretical arguments and case studies (from five countries) help one understand better
the diversity of ÒruralÓ. We find population gainers, population losers; newcomers and long-term
ÒstayersÓ together in sizable towns; Aboriginal communities where out-migration is limited. The
diversity is a key dimension in the analyses of public and private action to build and maintain social
capital.Õ Ð Roger E. Bolton, Williams College, US ÔThis amazingly surprising book takes the
popular topic of social capital and provocatively examines the contemporary rural development
issue. New social capital driven thinking and insights are applied globally from a conceptual frame
and locally with examples. The way forward for both urban and rural development is achieved when
the variables that define social capital are simultaneously balanced around focused development
objectives. Examples show how a multidimensional view of social capital enables meaningful rural
development.Õ Ð Roger R. Stough, George Mason University, US Social capital is often considered a
key factor for local development. This book analyzes the role of social capital for rural areasÕ
survival and development in the current age of metropolitan growth Ð an era in which urban is the
norm and where rural areas must adapt to this new situation and build innovative urban-rural
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relations. The traditional division between ÔruralÕ and ÔurbanÕ is no longer valid in the knowledge
society. Instead of being a homogeneous unit based on primary sector production, the countryside in
the developed world increasingly consists of areas with very different development paths. With
examples from Europe, Asia and America, the book discusses building and renewal of rural social
capital from both bottom-up and top-down perspectives, and from the standpoint of business, and
both the public and private sectors. Being the first book to treat social capital and rural development
in the age of megacities and the knowledge economy, it will be of great benefit to academics
interested in social capital research and rural development.
Contesting Development-Patrick Barron 2011-01-01 This pathbreaking book grapples with an
established reality: well-intentioned international development programs often generate local
conflict, some of which escalates to violence. To understand how such conflicts can be managed
peacefully, the authors have undertaken a comprehensive mixed-methods analysis of one of the
world's largest participatory development projects, the highly successful Kecamatan Development
Program (KDP), which was launched by the World Bank and the Indonesian government in the late
1990s and now operates in every district across Indonesia. -Global Mobile Media-Gerard Goggin 2010-10-18 Gerard Goggin has produced an incisive and
penetrating overview of the world according to mobiles. Covering sight, sound and status, plus a
host of other issues, he provides a provocative analysis of how mobile communication gadgets come
to play such a prominent role in our lives. Any scholar of New Media will want to read this book –
James Katz, Department of Communication, Rutgers University, USA With billions of users
worldwide, the cell phone is not only a successful communications technology; it is also key to the
future of media. Global Mobile Media offers an overview of the complex topic of mobile media,
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looking at the emerging industry structures, new media economies, mobile media cultures and
network politics of cell phones as they move centre-stage in media industries. The development,
adoption and significance of cell phones for society and culture have been registered in a growing
body of work. Where existing books have focused on communication, and on the social and cultural
aspects of mobile media, Global Mobile Media looks at the media dimensions. Goggin provides a
pioneering yet measured evaluation of how cell phone corporations, media interests, users and
policy makers are together shaping a new media dispensation. Global Mobile Media successfully
places new mobile media historically, socially and culturally in a wider field of portable media
technologies through extensive case studies, including: the rise of smartphones, with a detailed
discussion of the Apple iPhone and how it has catalysed a new phase in convergent media, audiences
and innovation the new agenda in cultural politics and media policy, featuring topics such as iPhone
apps and control, mobile commons, and open mobile networks a succinct map of the political
economy of mobile media, identifying key players, patterns of ownership and control, institutions,
and issues a critical account of cell phones’ involvement in and contribution to much-discussed new
forms of production and consumption, such as user-generated content, p2p networks, open and free
source software networks an anatomy of how cell phones relate to other online media, particularly
the Internet and wireless technologies. Global Mobile Media is an engaging, accessible text which
will be of immense interest to upper-level undergraduates, postgraduates and researchers in
Communication Studies, Cultural Studies and Media Studies, as well as those taking New Media
courses.
Social Reproduction, Solidarity Economy, Feminisms and Democracy-Christine Verschuur
2021-09-06 This book contributes to timely debates on the conditions of resistance and changes with
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the aim to offer a ray of hope in times of ecological, economic, social and democracy crisis
worldwide. In the context of the crisis of social reproduction, impoverishment and growing
inequalities, myriads of women-led grass-root initiatives are bubbling up. They reorganize social
reproduction; redefine the meaning of work and value; explore new ways of doing economics and
politics; construct solidarity-driven social relationships and combat their subordination. In doing so,
these initiatives challenge the patriarchal, financialized and dehumanizing capitalist system and
offer transformative, sustainable paths for feminist social change. Drawing on fine-grained
ethnographies in Latin America and India, this book sheds light on women’s daily struggles, their
difficulties, contradictions, fragilities, and also their successes and achievements. This book seeks to
inspire activists, researchers and policy-makers in the field of feminism and solidarity economy to
contribute to amplifying the movement, which rests on the articulation of the various initiatives.
Green Planet Blues-Ken Conca 2018-10-08 Revised and updated throughout, this unique anthology
examines global environmental politics from a range of perspectives (contemporary and classic,
activist and scholarly) and reflects voices of the powerless and powerful. Paradigms of sustainability,
environmental security, and ecological justice illustrate the many ways environmental problems an
Indigenous and Colonial Origins of Comparative Economic Development: The Case of Colonial India
and Africa-Christopher Alan Bayly 2007 Abstract: This paper concerns the institutional origins of
economic development, emphasizing the cases of nineteenth-century India and Africa. Colonial
institutions-the law, western style property rights, newspapers and statistical analysis-played an
important part in the emergence of Indian public and commercial life in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. These institutions existed in the context of a state that was extractive and yet
dependent on indigenous cooperation in many areas, especially in the case of the business class. In
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such conditions, Indian elites were critical in creating informal systems of peer-group education,
enhancing aspiration through the use of historicist and religious themes and in creating a "benign
sociology" of India as a prelude to development. Indigenous ideologies and practices were as
significant in this slow enhancement of Indian capabilities as transplanted colonial ones.
Contemporary development specialists would do well to consider the merits of indigenous forms of
association and public debate, religious movements and entrepreneurial classes. Over much of Asia
and Africa, the most successful enhancement of people's capabilities has come through the action of
hybrid institutions of this type.
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